II.—HILL FORTS AND SETTLEMENTS
IN NORTHUMBERLAND
George Jobey
Introduction
Brief accounts have been given previously of palisaded
homesteads and settlements that may be assigned generally
to the second half of the first millenium B.C.1 and of equally
distinctive settlements of round stone huts, whose context
can be seen to lie in the Roman period.2 The present sum
mary is devoted to forts of Iron Age type and also to
settlements of similar form, whose defences, whilst they do
not approach those of the hill-fort. in extent, are nevertheless
more substantial than those of the palisaded works.
Previous excavations in the county contribute little to the
actual content of the Early Iron Age in the area which, in
any event, has been discussed recently elsewhere.3 Plans
and surface sections have been made of all field remains
where possible, but to give a detailed description of indivi
dual monuments, or anything more than a small selection of
plans, is not possible at this stage because of the number of
sites involved.
A grant towards the cost of survey, initially made by the
former Excavation Committee of the University of Durham,
is gratefully acknowledged, as is the valuable assistance ren
dered from time to time in the field by Mr. A. Bankier, Mr.
C. Burgess, Mr. W. Dodds, Mr. M. Preston and Mr. J. Tait.
1 A . a .*', X L (1962), 31 f.
2 A .A S, X X X V I I I (I960), 1-38; X L I (1963), 19-35; X L I I (1964), 41-46.

3 Professor S. Piggott, C.B.A. Conference on Iron Age in North Britain
(forthcoming). Summary in Antiquity, XXXVI, 24.
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Classification
In the appended schedule, the sites are grouped broadlyaccording to the nature and extent of the artificial defences,
and sub-divided on the basis of internal area. As will be
apparent, the presence of a second ditch, which has been
used at times to differentiate between multivallate and univallate sites,4 is not always an easy criterion to apply here
abouts, since stone walls rather than ditches are often the
deciding factor on the harder rocks in the hill country.
Therefore, where there appears to have been a clear intention
to create two or more lines of defence, by whatever means,
the site has been classed as multivallate. Moreover, the
distinction between a fort and a settlement is often slight;
both can be used for permanent habitation and the so-called
“ hill-forts ” of the area are not always in positions of out
standing natural defence, nor do they normally excel in
internal area. In earlier, local records, forts have been
classified at times according to situation, leading to such
categories as contour and promontory or scarp sites. Such
a distinction in this instance would seem to give undue pro
minence to the topographical features at the expense of the
archaeological remains, and has not been used in classifica
tion.
During the present century, no more than four recorded
and very limited excavations have been conducted within
the county on monuments included in this schedule. It
seems appropriate, therefore, to direct particular attention
to the excavations carried out in conjunction with the
surveys of the Royal Commission on Ancient Monuments in
the neighbouring counties of south-east Scotland.5
Sequence
A guide to the possible structural sequence that may
occur on some forts in the area or, alternatively, that may
serve to indicate a general context for other sites, is to be
4 O.S. Map o} Southern Britain in the Iron Age.
5 Especially, at time of writing, R.C.A.M., Roxburgh I & II and Selkirk.

found in the results of the excavations at Hownam Rings,6
Roxburgh. Here, timber palisaded enclosures of more than
one phase were replaced by an enclosure formed froin a
single stone wall which was superseded in turn by strong
multivallate defences, before the commencement of the
Roman period hereabouts. After abandonment of these
defences, a settlement and later homestead, both consisting
of round stone huts, were established on the same site during
the course of the Roman period. More recently it has been
suggested, as a working hypothesis, that the early timber
phases at Hownam Rings may be seen to lie possibly about
the first half of the third century B.C., if not earlier, the
univallate phase to fall perhaps in the second half of the
second century and the multivallate defences to belong to the
closing decades of the first century B.C.7
Although there are occasions in the hill country of the
north when the relationship between palisaded enclosures
and later, more substantial perimeters may be detected from
surface observation, as at Hayhope Knowe,8 Roxburgh, or
Morton Mains,9 Dumfries, no unequivocal examples of such
a sequence are at present known to be visible in Northumber
land.10 On the other hand, it is a succession well attested
by excavation in the county as elsewhere. A palisaded
enclosure is known to precede the ditch and internal,
revetted mound on the settlement at Ingram Hill11 [94], and
it is possible that the same sequence is to be found on the
univallate site at Witchy Neuk12 [121]. At Huckhoe13 [64]
an internal, double palisade accompanied by an outer, single
palisade were converted to a stone-built bivallate perimeter
on the same lines, most probably with no interruption in
6 P.S.A.S., LXXXII (1947-8), 193-225.
7 Antiquity, XXXVI (1962), 24.
8 P.S.A.S., LXXXIII (1948-9), 45 ff.
8 Trans. Dumfries & Galloway Ant. Soc., XXXIII (1954-5), 63.
10 The situation e.g. at Yeavering Bell (A.A.4. XL (1960), 34) is not yet
resolved.
” A .A .\ XX (1942), 110 ff.
12 A .A .\ XVI (1938), 129 ff.
18 A,A.*, XXXVII (1959), 217 ff.
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occupation. These instances, comprising as they do three
out of the four recorded excavations in the county, illustrate
how the incidence of palisaded works will be far more fre
quent than is ever apparent from field or air survey and, at
the same time, how the line of visible structures may be
determined by what has existed previously.
Whereas the surface appearances of some multivallate
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works give no indication of a successive build up of defences
which, consequently, may have been planned as such from
the outset, as at Colwell Hill [9] (fig. 2) or Fox Covert [41],
others exhibit phases in the development of the depth of
their defences comparable with Hownam Rings and other sites
to the north of the present Border. Briefly, examples may
be quoted at Harehaugh [10] (plate III) where a multivallate

fort of close-set mounds and ditches appears to have replaced
a smaller, univallate enclosure, and at Alnham Castle Hill
[32] (fig. 1) where existing, though not necessarily primary
multivallate defences, have received an additional rampart
and ditch. Similarly, variation in distances between lines
of concentric defences, seen at Rothbury West Hills [43] or
sites on Beanley Moor [48 & 50] may indicate comparable
developments. It could be a significant indication of the
former presence of early univallate enclosures possessing a
solid stone wall, when it is found that the inner ramparts of
such forts as Alnham Castle Hill and Jenny’s Lantern14 [51]
are the ones to be singled out by later stone-robbers from
amongst the multiple scarped defences.
Although the creation of stronger defences resulted in
the enclosure of a larger internal area at Harehaugh and
expansion by varying means may be envisaged at the Kettles
[10] or the fort on Bowmont Hill [13] such instances are few
in number. Multivallation is certainly not synonymous with
an increased internal area.
■ The only visible example of direct physical relationship
between a Roman military work and what is ostensibly a preRoman univallate settlement is at Barcombe [115]. Here a
small, univallate site, perched on the edge of a scarp above
the Stanegate and the Roman fort at Chesterholm, has a later
signal station tucked into the interior.
Internal Structures
The probable Romano-British context of settlements
consisting of round stone huts, often found in positions overlying the abandoned defences of hill forts, has been discussed
elsewhere,15 and the plan of the fort at Weetwood [38] (fig. 3)
may serve as an example in this instance. Whereas the
comparatively late date of this type of stone hut in the area
is hardly in doubt, there are occasions when stone huts are
to be seen lying within the perimeters of multivallate and
1* Plan in A.A.*, XLII (1964), 54.
15 Ibid.
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univallate works, which themselves are distinctively preRoman in type. Nevertheless, where the surface conditions
are favourable to observation, it is clear that these huts are
secondary and that timber huts have also been present.
Amongst the sites illustrated, this is apparent at Brough Law
[34] (fig. 11) where there are traces of at least one timber
building in addition to the stone huts, and at Ring Chesters
[15] (fig. 4). In the absence of excavation it would be un
wise to deny the later refurbishing of the defences in such
instances, even at some stage in the Roman period; but it is
not necessary to assume that this was the case and there are
many examples where the contrary prevails. This apart, it
is clear in the Tyne-Forth province, as in some areas else

where, that timber buildings were the norm in pre-Roman
forts and settlements. These are to be detected in the thin,
upland soils, as “ ring-grooves ” or “ ring-ditches”16 as at
Corbie Cleugh [95] (fig. 15), as circular hollowed floors at
Colwell Hill (fig. 2) or simply as scooped platforms at
Gleadscleugh [26] (fig. 6) and Clinch Castle [42] (fig. 5).
Except where conditions are particularly favourable, it is
unlikely that the full complement of hut positions is ever
visible and those of individual post-hole construction do not
normally leave adequate traces. Yet such sites as Corbie
Cleugh, or Sundhope Kip,17 Roxburgh, give some indication
of the number that might be enclosed in a comparatively
small area, assuming all to be contemporary. The normal
range in diameter of these huts is from twenty to thirty feet
and though there may be considerable variety in size within
the same enclosure, it is not possible to point to the consistent
appearance of a distinctively large structure in each group
that would carry with it social implications. Even so, the
question arises as to whether or not a distinctive structural
sequence can be observed in the case of internal timber
structures. It is probable that the timber hut of individual
post-hole construction and small diameter, with a central
roof support and off-centre hearth, represents an early type,
since it has occurred on occasions in contexts earlier than
larger dwellings marked by concentric rings of post-holes and
may have Bronze Age antecedents or connections.18 In the
homestead at West Brandon,19 Durham, a large round house
marked by concentric rings of post-holes was replaced in turn
by a “ ring-groove ” type of house, with provision for a solid
timber or split timber wall, probably at a stage when the
enclosing palisades were replaced by a ditch and mound.
But the relationship between the “ ring-groove ” and “ ringditch” types, which occur most frequently from surface
observation, remains uncertain. Both types are to be found,
16 R.C.A.M. Roxburgh I, 19, for definitions.
17Ibid., 162.
18 For discussion and references see P.S.A.S., XCIII (1959-60), 189 f.
18 A u i S XL (1962), 1-34.
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either separately or together, within palisaded enclosures and
m ore,strongly defended sites. At Braidwood fort,20 Mid
lothian, the “ ditch ” of a “ ring-ditch ” house was shown to
surround a dwelling of individual post-hole construction; but
more recently on the palisaded settlement at High Knowes,21
Northumberland, the so-called “ ditch ” has been found to lie
within a trench or “ groove” designed to take the wall
timbers of a large house, so that here at least the main struc20 P.S.A.S., LXXXIII (1948-9), 1 ff.
31 Report forthcoming.

tural difference disappears. Whatever the outcome may be,
the presence of substantial timber buildings within forts as
well as settlements indicates that the former also have to be
regarded as sites of permanent habitation. The social
dichotomy represented in the palisaded sites, which may
enclose the homestead of a substantial farmer or a larger
settlement of up to fifteen or more huts, would seem to extend
to the univallate stage as is evident on the homesteads at
West Brandon, Durham, or West Plean,22 Stirling. On the
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other hand it is not immediately apparent in the case of the
more strongly defended forts in Northumberland or elsewhere
in the area, where it is the larger unit that appears to be
involved.
Larger Works
Few sites in the county merit specific mention on account
of their large internal area. The outstanding centre is that
surmounting Yeavering Bell [69] (fig. 7), where a substantial
stone wall encloses an area of thirteen acres and the visible
sites of some one hundred and thirty huts. Many of these
22P.S.A.S., LXXXIX (1955-6), 227-251.

consist of circular or oval platforms, scooped from the hill
slopes and levelled up at the front edge, some bearing the
unmistakable “ ring-grooves ” for timber huts (fig. 8). In
addition, there are a few low “ ring-mounds ” that may denote
the presence of more substantially constructed huts. Traces
of only one sub-rectangular building were noted in survey,
so that there is nothing to compare readily with the series of
visible rectangular platforms on the west terrace of the
oppidum on Traprain Law.23 It is unlikely that the count
of hut sites is complete, since the flatter, more verdant area
in the saddle between the twin heights does not lend itself to
their detection. Yeavering Bell, though small by some
southern standards, forms one of a number of minor oppida
in the Tyne-Forth area24 and is the easternmost of a series
of four on the south side of the Tweed, occurring at intervals
of some ten miles from one and another, as if they may have
formed local centres at some stage. It falls far short of the
ultimate size and complexity in development of the oppidum
of the Votadini at Traprain Law, or that ascribed to the
Selgovae at Eildon Hill North;25 yet it compares with those
on Hownam Law26 and the Dunion,27 and with the second
phase at Eildon North and perhaps the first walled enclosure
at Traprain Law. Excluding the final phase on Eildon
North, the norm on these larger sites would seem to be the
stoutly constructed, single rampart. Whereas the oppidum
at Eildon North may have ended its life with the Agricolan
advance,28 the Votadinian centre at Traprain Law continued
as a walled centre with various phases during the Roman
period.29 It is pertinent to ask whether the same favour was
accorded to the Votadinian Yeavering during the Roman
23 P.S.A.S., LXXXIX (1955-6), 286, fig. 2; also A. H. A. Hogg in Aspects
of Archaeology, 209,
24 See e.g. A.AA, XLII (1964), 14 fig. 1.
25 R.C.A.M., Roxburgh, II, 306 f ; also R. W. Feacham, Prehistoric Scot
land (1963), 150.
26 Ibid., I, 157 I
27 Ibid., I, 62 f.
28 Op. cit.
29 e.g. P.S.A.S., LXXXIX (1955-6), 118-226 & 284-289.

period, when smaller, enclosed but non-defensive stone-built
settlements flourished in the area. Early excavations30
hinted at the possibility of some occupation continuing into
the second century A.D. and, more recently, scraps of Samian
ware and two late Roman minimi have been recovered,31 but
the position with respect to the encircling wall is not certain,
and the absence of many traces of stone huts, which con
stitute a feature of the smaller Romano-British settlements,
30 Trans. Berwick. Nat. Club, 1856-62, 431.
31 Information kindly given by Dr. Hope Taylor, Prehistoric Society Con
ference Sept. 1964.
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may indicate that such occupation was of no great physical
extent.
Two and a half miles to the east-south-east, on the
eminence of Humbleton Heugh [68], is a second large site
of some nine acres in overall area (fig. 9). Superficially at
least, it resembles the fort at Burnt Humbleton,32 Roxburgh,
just across the present Border, to which attention has been
drawn recently33 as possibly constituting one of a group of
forts of “ citadel ” type that have a scattered distribution in
eastern Scotland. They feature a thick-walled, citadel-like
enclosure with outer systems of stone walls. None have
32 R.C.A.M., Roxburgh, II, 454.
By Mr. R. W. Feachem, Conference on Iron Age in North Britain (1962),
forthcoming.
33

been excavated, but a tentative post-Roman context was
suggested for the sites at Burnt Humbleton and Chatto Craig
in the Roxburghshire Inventory.34 At Humbleton Heugh,
the inner enclosure on the rocky summit consists of a stoutly
built stone rampart, originally some twelve feet thick. But
whereas the eastern annexe approaches the same massive
scale, that to the west appears to have been of much slighter
proportions. Eleven hut platforms, similar to those on Yea
vering Bell, are visible within the main perimeter, whilst
further traces exist in the eastern annexe. At least ten
circular floors, one bearing a “ ring-groove” for a timber
building, survive in the large western enclosure. It is con
ceivable in this instance that the fort starts as a univallate
site and that the annexes represent two successive extensions.
There would seem to be no compelling reason to regard it as
a post-Roman structure.
To the south, near the entrance into Upper Coquetdale,
the promontory site at Brinkburn [71] has an internal area of
some seven acres and merits passing reference. Despite a
comparatively low altitude, a short stretch of ditch and
massive internal mound cuts off a sinuous loop in the river,
so providing one of the best positions of natural defence in
the county. There are no traces of huts in the interior, which
has suffered much from later interference, and the buildings
previously noted35 have the appearance of a series of surface
quarries, possibly related to the Priory below.
In the clay lands to the south-east, the multivallate enclo
sure at Camp House, Whalton [2], lying on a slight rise of
millstone grit, is the only pre-eminently large site, at some
five acres. Its context is not altogether certain and parts
of the perimeter are visible only on air-photographs. But
it is clear from the findings at the smaller, multivallate work
at Gubeon30, three miles to the east, that there is at least a
limited spread of defended sites of the pre-Roman period into
34Where they are classed with “ nuclear” forts, Roxburgh, I, 35.
35 H. MacLauchlan, Eastern Branch of Watling Street (1864), 15.
36 A .A * , XXXV (1957).. 163-179.

the areas of heavier soils and more extensive land utilisation.
However, in terms of size, though not in complexity of
artificial defences, the centre on Yeavering Bell remains pre
eminent in the county and it is fitting that the Bell, from
some directions at least, presents the most arduous of ascents.
Multivallate Forts
(a) Description
Some sixty-five sites fall into this category and of these
half appear to have possessed three or more lines of defence
in their final form. About eighty per cent of the total have
an internal area of no more than one acre. Clearly, on the
more heavily defended sites, as at Alnham Castle Hill, the
acreage overall may be increased as much as four- or five
fold by the depth of the defence. In terms of size, however,
it is in this respect alone that they appear larger than the
less well defended settlements or the majority of the palisaded
settlements as at present known in the Border counties.
Away from the scarps and well defined promontories, the
general form of the perimeters is circular or oval, thus
resembling the majority of the multivallate works of Rox
burghshire and Berwickshire in making use of the natural
contours. On the steep cuesta of the Fell Sandstones, as at
Old Bewick37 [7] or again on some of the riverine spurs and
bluffs, as at Roughting Linn [5] (fig. 10) or Fordwood [4], the
main defences form the arc of a circle with ends resting on
the natural scarps, along which the artificial defences may be
reduced to a minimum. In such circumstances, even the
slightest re-entrants are used for the termination of the main
defences.
South of the present Border, a mere handful of sites
achieve an altitude of over one thousand feet and towards
the coast they are still to be found on the two hundred foot
contour. It need not be demonstrated that altitude in itself
is no criterion in natural defence and forts such as those at
37 Plan in History of Northumberland, XV, fig. 20 and plate III.
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Shipley Moor [54] and West Brizlee Wood [55] lying on
natural bluffs at a mere two hundred feet, can possess as
much natural defence as their counterparts in the hillcountry proper. Moreover, in the Cheviots, there is a pre
ference shown at times for situations on primary spurs over
looking the main valleys, evident for example in the case of
the multivallate works at Pawston Hill [14] and Brandon Hill

[44] where the land may continue to rise at no great distance
behind the chosen site. Therefore approach is often com
paratively easy from at least one direction, once height has
been achieved. Such positions, both commanding aspects
over rivers and bums, yet clear of the wetter bottoms, and
with comparatively reasonable grazing to hand, are again a
reminder that even the strongly defended enclosures are not
to be divorced from considerations of permanent settlement.
It has been noted already that whereas some sites receive
additional defences, others may have been planned initially
as multivallate works. Marking out trenches have not been
noted in the county, with the possible exception of Fawdon
Hill [116] where a comparatively narrow and shallow
“ ditch ” lies on the inside of the inner mound, fulfilling the
requirements neither of a palisade trench nor of an initial
ditch in the “ downward ” method of rampart construction.
Here also, indications of an incomplete second ditch may
provide an example of an unfinished essay at multivallation,
comparable for instance with Broadlee Hill,38 Selkirk, or
Braidwood,39 Midlothian. The choice of possible occasions
to account for the unfinished defences at Braidwood, or of
the univallate work at Hayhope Knowe,40 Roxburgh, was
not resolved by excavation at either site. Whilst Roman
intervention is plausible, as tentatively suggested at Braid
wood, it is no more than a possibility and doubtless presents
the latest occasion at that. So far as ground survey permits,
it is not possible to point to a series of unfinished forts in the
county.
No evidence for timber lacing in the ramparts has been
noted during the survey. Even so, the stone ramparts of
many of the forts on the harder Cheviot rocks are substantial,
consisting of rubble cores faced with selected stone blocks
and achieving widths of up to twelve feet. These stone walls
make full use of the natural slopes, often being terraced out
38 R .C .A .M ., Selkirk, 97 f.
39 P.S.A.S., X C I (1957-8), 61 ff.
« P.S.A.S., L X X X I I (1948-9), 45 ff.
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from the hill-side, so as to increase the difficulty of approach
with both economy of effort and material. Apart from some
levelling as a seating for the facing stones and shallow surface
quarrying, ditches as such are not always apparent. The
intermittent surface quarrying may occur to the inside of the
walls, reminiscent of the “ downward ” method of rampart
construction,41 which also seems to have been the method
employed on some of the ditched sites, such as Colwell Hill
(fig. 2). Good examples of stone, built ramparts exist at Ring
Chesters (fig. 4) and the bivallate forts at Brough Law (fig.
41 e.g. Some Problems of the Iron Age in Southern Britain (ed. S. S. Frere),

11) and Great Hetha [3] (fig. 12). The double outer facing
to the inner wall at Brough Law is unusual, though the
practice may have been more widespread on less well pre
served sites, since there is a suggestion of a like phenomenon
at Beanley Moor [48]. A similar double facing was observed
on the stone-built fort at Rink Hill,42 Selkirk. Reconstruc
tion does not furnish the explanation at Brough Law, where
the double facing is an integral part of the construction, per
haps designed to prevent undue slip on the steep inclines.
Whether or not such a practice forms part of a wider tradi
tion, evident for example on some of the Scottish duns,
remains to be seen.43
On more tractable rocks, or where the soil cover is deeper,
then ditches appear and, as a result, the nature of the core of
the mound may change, as evident in excavation at Old
Bewick.44 Distances between the crests of denuded walls or
mounds vary generally from thirty to forty feet and the
overall depth of defence may attain as much as one hundred
and fifty feet, as at Alnham Castle Hill. Such defences are
puny by comparison with some southern hill-forts, but when
considered in relation to the size of the community to which
they afforded shelter, the labour involved is appreciable.
And yet the final result on many sites, whilst providing a
hindrance to final assault, paradoxically lends itself to un
disturbed assembly in dead ground, either by reason of topo
graphy or the form of the defences. The defence provided
is immediate and it would be difficult to relate it directly to
sling warfare.
Generally the entrances show little sophistication and at
times there is no more than a straight entrance remaining
through the multiple defences. Occasionally, traces of an
outer counterscarp mound curves into the passageway,
apparent at Roughting Linn (fig. 10) or on the bivallate fort
at Warden Hill [60] and at Ros Castle [8]. More frequently,
12 R.C.A.M., Selkirk, 92 f.
42 e.g. P.S.A.S., XCV (1961-2). 176 and 199 ff.
44 Op. cit.
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entry is made obliquely to the run of the defences, either to
left or right. This is pronounced at Ring Chesters (fig. 4)
and on certain of the bivallate forts, where the entrances are
clearly staggered (figs. 11-13). Although such an oblique
approach to the interior commonly lends itself to better
defence, in most instances the steepness of the approach is
also correspondingly reduced, a consideration that could
have provided no less a motive. Little can be added from
excavations recorded within the county itself. On the small,
bivallate work at Huckhoe and the fort at Old Bewick, the
innermost wall and mound respectively expanded somewhat

on either side of the entrances, but the arrangements for gates
were of the simplest order, with no indication of ambitious
superstructures. This is not to say that more elaborate
arrangements do not exist, since there are indications of
something better on the univallate enclosure at West Brandon
II45 in County Durham, on the one hand, and the palisaded
work at Harehope46 in Peeblesshire, on the other.
A number of stone-built bivallate forts call for specific
mention where the outer wall diverges from the inner as it
approaches a staggered entrance on the less arduous slope.
At this point the distance between the two may exceed one
hundred feet. Although in such instances two phases of
construction are always possible, there is no immediate indi
cation of this having been the case. In the Cheviots the
form is best seen at the stone-built forts on Brough Law (fig.
11) and Great Hetha (fig. 12) and perhaps less distinctly at
Greaves Ash I47 [29]. It is evident again, now with ditches,
on the Fell Sandstones at Blawearie (fig. 13) and one may
suspect its presence too in the triple ramparted fort at Ring
Chesters (fig. 4). Where the remains are sufficiently indica
tive, the outer line of defence sometimes appears to be of
slighter proportions. At Huckhoe, just such a bivallate
enclosure, albeit in slighter form, followed upon that of an
identically planned palisaded settlement, though this need
not be the governing factor in other instances.48 Whilst it
is evident that more widely spaced perimeters on gentler
slopes serve to increase the overall depth of the defence at
these points, the practice is not followed on other sites, and
the suggestion has been made that the space between the two
perimeters might have served on occasions as a fold or corral
for stock. Provisions for such are not at once evident on
the majority of the forts in the area, although the later
45 Op. cit.
46 P.S.A.S., XCIII (1959-60), 188.
47 Plan in A .A .\ XLII (1964), 51.
48 Op. cit.: It is conceivable that the two widely spaced palisades at Braid
wood, Midlothian, and Hayhope Knowe, Roxburgh, are in each case contem
porary, as at Huckhoe, but in this event the later earthworks on these sites,
although unfinished, would not reflect the exact plan of the palisaded enclosures.
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Romano-British stone-built settlements have their yards and
forecourts. However, it is conceivable that such a purpose
could have been served by the outer enclosure at Old Bewick,
the annexes at Callaly Castle Hill [80] and Yeavering Bell, or
even the widely spaced perimeters, if contemporaneous, at
West Hill,49 Kirknewton [22] which are comparable with
those on Sweethope Hill,50 Roxburgh, where a similar inten" Plan in A .A S , XLII (1964), 56.
50 R.C.A.M., Roxburgh, II, 435 f.

tion was envisaged. It hardly needs to be added that the
space involved is by no means so arresting as on certain forts
of south-west England51 and direct comparison would be mis
leading. Occasional transverse walls that sometimes appear
between the two enclosing walls are either of much more
recent construction, as seems to be the case at Brough Law,
or perhaps form part of the later settlements, as at Greaves
Ash.52
(b) Rectangular Multivallate Forts
There is no distinct class of fort within the county to
compare with the so-called “ ridge-forts ” of south-west Rox
burghshire and Selkirkshire.53 Where a slight departure
from the oval or circular shape occurs, a local topographical
reason is at hand to account for it. There are, however, two
multivallate rectangular earthworks, at Manside Cross [61]
and Ewesley Fell [62], where topography does not appear to
govern their shape (fig. 14). Attention was drawn to these
sites during the survey of the rectilinear Romano-British
settlements of south Northumberland.54 Their location is of
interest on the northern limits of the zone of rectilinear
Romano-British settlements and between the two Roman
roads, Dere Street and the Devil’s Causeway, some four miles
in advance of a line drawn between the Roman fort at
Risingham and the fortlet at Hartburn. Neither lies in a
position of strong natural defence, although the site at Manside is at an altitude of one thousand feet and commands a
wide aspect. Ewesley Fell has long been overplanted, but
there was reason to believe that round stone huts, probably
indicative of native Romano-British occupation, had existed
within the defences at Manside Cross.55 Since it was thought
that a later Roman, para-military function could have
51 A. Fox in Problems of the Iron Age in Southern Britain (ed. S. S. Frere),
35-60.
52 Op. cit. They bear only a superficial resemblance to the features on the
hill-fort at Old Oswestry, Shropshire.
53R.C.A.M., Roxburgh, I, 18.
XXXVIII (I960), 1-38,
55P ,S.A 'N *t VI, 45*
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accounted for the form of the works, trial excavations were
made at Manside during 1959 and 1960, as a sequel to the
survey and excavation of the Romano-British settlements in
the area. Excavations did not resolve the problem, but as
they have not been recorded hitherto a short note is appro
priate at this stage. The interior was found to have been
already excavated with intent and the sites of only two stone
huts were encountered, one completely removed, the other
marked by a low ring of stones. The floors of both had
been dug away but two, small, abraded fragments of
Romano-British cooking pot, of Hadrianic date or later,
were recovered from beneath the wall debris of the second
hut. These sherds were the only small. finds other than

refuse from the good living of former antiquaries.56 Sec
tions across the apparently strongly conceived defences
showed that the upcast mounds were now no more than three
feet in height from the old land surface, but had been
retained in every case on the sides facing the ditches by stone
revetting. The upcast on the wide central berm between the
two ditches had not been sufficient to create a continuous
mound on the north, west, and part of the east sides of the
defences, thus confirming the impression already created by
surface observation (fig. 14). Even so, there was sufficient
overlap of the two mounds to show that the inner ditch was
primary. An unusual feature existed in the presence of a
stone-packed palisade trench, some eighteen inches deep with
post-holes at intervals of twelve inches, incorporated into the
outer upcast mound on the central berm. There was no
provision for a palisade on the innermost mound of all,
where such might have been anticipated. Parallels for pali
sades on top of stone revetted mounds are not unknown,
that at Bonchester,57 Roxburgh, providing the nearest pub
lished example. But here again the datable context was not
resolved and in any event it does not assist in the explanation
of the unusual placing at Manside. If the Manside defences
are in fact of the pre-Roman Iron Age, then by numerous
analogies in the area, it would be necessary to regard the
presence of the stone huts as representative of a later phase
of occupation, supported by the two sherds of RomanoBritish pottery. In which event, the earlier timber buildings
remain to be found.
(c) “Spectacle" Fort
'T he “ spectacle-like ” multivallate works at Old Bewick58
have achieved some local distinction, yet, apart from their
arresting situation above the Till Valley, the general form of
56 Corroborative evidence was not found until later, in the Cambo Women’s
Institute Book “ In the Troublesome Times ” (Ed. R. E. Bosanquet 1929).
^P .S.A .S., LXXXIV (1949-50), 113-37.
53 Op. cit.

the two earthworks as eventually evolved differs little from
that of the normal multivallate fort. The chief feature of
interest lies in the contemporary construction attributed to
them by excavation, unlike the remains at Earnsheugh,59
Berwickshire, with which this site is sometimes compared
and where one of the enclosures is secondary. A later
settlement of round stone huts at Old Bewick remains prob
lematical from the recorded excavations. It only needs to
be mentioned that some of the circular depressions, noted
close to the scarp edge, are in fact the legacy from late
surface workings for large millstones.60
Univallate Forts and Settlements
Included within this category are first of all enclosures
consisting of an internal mound, sometimes of stout propor
tions, a distinctive ditch and perhaps the remains of a less
prominent counterscarp bank. Many are located in posi
tions of some natural defence and enclose areas equal to those
of the multivallate works. Attention might be drawn, for
example, to Witchy Neuk61 [121] perched on a scarp above
Coquetdale, where in places the inner mound still rises to
some fifteen feet from the bottom of the ditch and ten feet
from the interior, to enclose the sites of timber huts un
covered in excavation. Similar D-shaped univallate works,
less well preserved and perhaps less ambitious in their pro
portions, can be seen on the crags at Great Wanney [118] to
the south, at Barcombe [115] in the south-west and Gibbies
Knowe [82] in North Tynedale, to mention but a few.
Although the distinctive traces of timber huts are not always
59P.S.A.S., LXVI (1931-2) 152 ff.; R. W. Feachem Prehistoric Scotland
(1963), 112.
60 Whose distribution, as it happens, follows the flat surfaces and workable
rocks of the Fell Sandstone group almost as closely as that of the Bronze Age
“ cup and ring ” marks*
61 Plan and excavation report in A .A ,4, XVI (1939) 129-39. The site
is somewhat unusual for the area in having two entrances, each with a single,
projecting mound. However, the eastern entrance would seem to be a
secondary break-through, probably associated with the “ hollowed ” track
which approaches it. (The fragment of glass, attributed to the Roman period,
is not considered to affect the initial context of this site.)
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present, there can be little doubt about the general context
of such earthworks.
In addition to the larger centres on Yeavering Bell and
Humbleton Heugh, there are also a number of small sites in
North Northumberland which are enclosed by a single stone
wall of fairly stout proportions occurring in positions of some
E
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natural defence. That at West Sinkside [84] has been chosen
for illustration (fig. 16). It is encircled by a stone wall that
must have been originally some ten feet thick and is situated
on a spur high above the College Valley. In some measure
it resembles such forts as that at Haerfaulds,62 Berwickshire,
or Carby Hill,63 Roxburgh, and, at the same time, presents
sim ila r difficulties in interpretation. The three sites possess
a common internal feature in the remains of round, stonefounded huts. These could well be of secondary construc
tion at Haerfaulds but surface observations at Carby Hill did
not resolve the situation. At West Sinkside, observation is
similarly confused by robbing for more recent structures, but
62 R.C.A.M., Berwickshire, 218; R. W. Feachem, Prehistoric Scotland, 113.
62 R.C.A.M., Roxburgh, 90.

stone foundations of huts and traces of division walls,
familiar in later Romano-British settlements, are still to be
seen. However, there are also a number of undistinguished
“ scoops ” and at least one “ ring-groove ” structure. Con
sequently it would appear that once again a familiar sequence
is present and that small, single stone-walled sites such as
West Sinkside may take their place in an original pre-Roman
context and be compared for example with, the univallate
phase on the hill-fort at Hownam Rings.64
On the other hand, there are a number of circular enclo
sures included in the list which do not possess such prominent
situations as the univallate sites already mentioned. At
South Titlington [107] or North Pike House [125], the limits
of interpretation by field survey alone may well have been
reached. But the perimeters are reasonably distinctive and
it is obvious from the positions of other sites where the
general context is established, as at Ingram Hill65 and the
second phase on the homestead at West Brandon,66 that
natural defence is not an overriding consideration in the
location of all univallate sites. Into the same category
might come the rather insignificant site at West Cochrane
Pike [93] (fig. 17) with its platforms presumably created for
timber buildings. The present survey was largely completed
before the publication of the excavations of the settlement at
Harehope,67 Peeblesshire, where palisades were found to
have surmounted the low mounds on either side of a shallow
median ditch. This could have application to some of the
less well defined univallate enclosures in Northumberland,
but again there is no certainty short of excavation.
Earthworks on Slopes
A small number of earthworks situated on slopes have
been included as a separate category. They are circular or
oval in form, having an internal area consistent with that of
the forts and settlements, and are mainly univallate, with an
64 Op. cit.
€6 Op. cit.

65 Op. cit.
67 P.S.A.S., XCIII (1959-60), 173-191.

WEST COCHRANE PIKE — INGRAM

internal mound, median ditch, and counterscarp bank in
fairly typical fashion. They possess few other distinguishing
features that would assist in placing them in a context and
consequently are not shown on the distribution map. That
at Hetha Burn West [130] lies in juxtaposition with the lower
of two “ scooped ” enclosures.68 It is conceivable that some
may be no more than stock enclosures, in which event that
at The Haining [136] is appropriately named. Even so, their
perimeters are such that they have a better claim to a tenta
tive inclusion in the present list than in any other discernible
context.
Other Features
(a) Cross-Dykes
So-called “ cross-dykes ” form a feature of the Cheviot
Hills, being constructed across ridges or other tracts of
ground which are defined by well marked natural features.
A number may be seen as obstacles to traffic, particularly
driven animals. Although some are doubtless comparatively
late in date, others occur in proximity to hill-forts and early
settlements and their context is uncertain. Two may be
taken as examples in Northumberland, that which crosses
the presumed line of the Roman road near Holystone, hard
by the multivallate fort at Campville [25] and that which runs
south from the site at Witchy Neuk for some four hundred
yards. The second is of interest in that the original excava
tions on the site not only record a stone-packed trench for
a gate at the entrance to the univallate fort, which subse
quently has been taken to indicate the remains of an earlier
palisaded enclosure, but also uncovered a similar trench
between the ditch of the univallate defences and the begin
ning of the linear earthwork.69 Since a corresponding
sequence of a linear palisade followed by a linear earthwork
was plausible, two exploratory cuttings were made in 1962.
68 A A A , XL (1962), 47-58.
69 Op. c/7.

The first failed to locate the trench in the recorded position
and it may have been removed in the original excavations.
The second, made across the linear earthwork itself, showed
that it had not been preceded by a linear palisade. There
would seem to be no compelling reason therefore to regard
the linear earthwork or “ cross-dyke ” as in any way contem
porary with the fort. It is as well to recognize the fact that
a similar work at White Hope, Roxburgh, was shown by
excavation to be later than the Roman road, Dere Street,70
and that the linear earthwork at Lantoncraigs, Roxburgh,
constructed in a manner comparable with that at Campville,
overrides the outer rampart of a hill-fort.71
(b) Trackways
Trackways may be seen on occasions leading towards
forts and settlements, as at Lordenshaws [63] and Greaves
Ash, and ditched and presumably embanked trackways lead
ing into early enclosures are not altogether unknown in the
north.72 However, the deep trackways which are a feature
of the hill-country appear not to be associated with the preRoman forts and settlements in the county. Many are
clearly of late date.73 Whereas some approach forts quite
closely, it is salutary to recall the number of occasions when
later boundary dykes are sited on similar prominent remains.
(c) Cairns
Perhaps more striking is the frequency with which stone
cairns of small diameter appear in fairly close proximity to
the earthworks under consideration. In many instances
they are obviously sepulchral mounds and not the results of
field clearance. Whilst many may belong to contexts earlier
than that of visible habitation sites, the recent recovery of a
70 R.C.A.M., Roxburgh I, 192.
71 Ibid., 225.
72 e.g. the Romano-British site at Risehow, M aryport; C. & W., LIX (1959),
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73 See also Trans. Berwick. Nat. Club, XXVII,
and V, 1 3 6 .
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f.; P.S.A.N.4> IV, 55

ring-headed pin of late type from a cairn at High Knowes,74
within easy distance of palisaded works and the hill-fort on
Alnham Castle Hill, indicates the association that could exist
in other instances, of which the extensive cairnfield at Witchy
Neuk is a good example. Where a tradition already exists
it is a convenient form of burial in the hill-country at any
time.75
Distribution
In a recent paper, to which attention is drawn, Dr. Steer
has given a map showing the general distribution of hill-forts
in the area between the Tyne-Solway Gap and the Firth of
Forth.76 He concluded that the general picture is one of
small communities whose defences, whilst they possess some
local variations, cannot be shown to have distinctive charac
teristics such as can be used to differentiate, for example,
between the tribal areas of the Votadini and the Selgovae.
It is probable that the defences of these fragmented societies
were directed as much against immediate neighbours as
formed in response to more distant threats. Although on his
map the general geographical extent of what might be
regarded justifiably as hill-forts is not materially affected, it
seems desirable to qualify the picture in Northumberland in
view of what has been said about the slight distinction that
sometimes exists between hill-forts and settlements. Accord
ingly, in fig. 18 an attempt has been made to indicate the
size and the degree of defence.
It has been argued that multivallate works themselves
should be seen as places of permanent settlement, rather than
temporary refuges or rallying points, and it is evident on
74 Excavation report forthcoming.
75 Plan of Witchy Neuk cairnfield in History of Northumberland, XV, 58,
fig, 12. The proximity of cairns to the later settlements of round stone-built
huts has also been noted. It is unfortunate that the excavation of the cairn
close to the Romano-British settlement at Milking Gap was not conclusive
(A.A.4, XV (1938), 303). On the other hand, there is the recorded RomanoBritish cairn burial at Sizergh Fell settlement in Westmorland (C. <& W.z, XII
(1912), 397).
76A ,A 4, LXII (1964), 14 f.

some forts that multivallate defences merely represent the
latest pre-Roman constructional development, whatever may
have been the precise reason for this. The question then
arises as to what extent sites with varying degrees of artificial
defence could have been occupied contemporaneously at a
time immediately preceding the arrival of the Roman forces
in the north. Lack of adequate excavation, together with
the paucity of finds, does not allow of a satisfactory answer
and the map probably offers no more than a composite
picture over centuries. However, if the presence of overly
ing settlements of the local Romano-British type may be
taken as a plausible, though by no means certain, indication
of continuity of occupation on the same site, this could serve
as a guide to the survival pattern. In Roxburghshire and
Northumberland this phenomenon is most frequently found
in the case of multivallate and bivallate works. But, as we
have seen, it also seems to occur on some essentially uni
vallate forts, and the difference in the proportional percent
age is not really significant at the moment. Palisaded settle
ments clearly form the earliest structures in the sequence
on some sites .but •a comparatively late date has been
implied for their survival in other instances.77 So far as can
be ascertained, in at least the two counties of Northumber
land and Roxburghshire and probably over a much wider
area, only one palisaded settlement is directly overlain by
another settlement of Romano-British type. Excavation on
this occasion at High Knowes, Northumberland, failed to
give a conclusive answer to the problem of continuity of
occupation, though other evidence suggested that the siting
was probably fortuitous.78 In brief then it would seem that
by the later first century A.D. the picture could have been
one of some structural variety, including in this area a pre
ponderance of multivallate and bivallate enclosures, though
by then the palisaded homesteads and settlements had ceased
to exist in this form in the hill country.
77 e.g. P.S.A.S., XCI (1957-8), 66.
78 Report following.

This being so, is it possible to see the most heavily
defended of the small forts as strongholds of petty chieftains?
It is only occasionally that a subjective impression of such is
conveyed by the presence within some proximity of a strongly
defended site and others that are less ambitious, as perhaps
on Doddington and Horton Moors.79 Otherwise it must be
admitted that where hut dispositions are still visible, there is
nothing at present socially distinctive about the internal
features of various categories of sites, if one excludes the
palisaded homesteads and settlements.
As might be anticipated, the types of forts and settlements
in Northumberland at once link the area with Roxburghshire,
Berwickshire and the uplands surrounding the Tweed Basin
generally, and there is little in the way of local peculiarities.
A concentration in the northern foothills of the Cheviots and
the lands bordering the Till, together with the larger centres
on Yeavering Bell and Humbleton Heugh, emphasise the
importance of this area for early settlement, reflected later in
the rash of settlements of probable Romano-British date and
perhaps in the choice of local royal seats by the Anglo-Saxon
kings.
Even when allowance is made for the little known situa
tion on the coastal plain, there is a reduction both in the
overall number and in the occurrence of strongly defended
sites towards the south of the county. No more than a
handful of possibilities are known at the moment in south
west Northumberland, south of the Tyne, and in County
Durham, in keeping with the comparative rarity of forts in
Brigantia, to which attention has often been drawn.
The virtual absence of known sites in this category in
the inhospitable area to the west of the North Tyne is not
unexpected, and is apparent in other contexts. Towards the
headwaters of the North Tyne, the picture may have been
affected by the present afforestation which has prevented the
inspection of a number of sites; but the omissions are few
and one is reminded of the comparative paucity that exists

beyond this in Liddesdale.80 Likewise, whereas the scarps
of the Fell Sandstones overlooking the main valleys may
attract their quota of small forts, the comparatively poor
grazing areas behind have little appeal.
When the present distribution map is compared with that
showing the Romano-British settlements in the county, the
most striking difference occurs to the south of the Simonside
Hills and between the North Tyne and the sea, the signifi
cance of which has been already discussed elsewhere.81 On
present evidence there are grounds for regarding this as an
area of increased activity and development at some stage in
the Roman period.
There are over twenty instances in the county where later
stone-built settlements of Romano-British type overlie earlier
forts or settlements, and a further dozen examples where a
similar occurrence is possible. In such cases it is conceivable
that the total span of occupation on the same site is consider
able and will compare with that at Huckhoe in Northumber
land or Hownam Rings in Roxburghshire. However, in
many cases where the earlier sites are in exposed positions,
the later stone-built settlements seek shelter on the lee slopes
over the abandoned earlier defences, in keeping with the
majority of Romano-British settlements in the county which
show a preference for more sheltered positions with little or
no regard for natural defence. Attention has been drawn
also to the apparent growth of many such settlements from
comparatively small nuclei.82 Could it be that here we can
catch a glimpse of a temporary fragmentation in the size of
the social unit that inhabited the pre-Roman forts, as small as
they are, once the compelling conditions of the times were
changed and considerations of immediate defence ceased to
have importance?
S0R.C.A.M., Roxburgh I, 16.
s’ A A .4, XXXVIII (I960), 23, and distribution map.
S-A .A A, XLII (1963), 42 f.

APPENDIX
Previous surveys, to which reference has already been made,
contributed substantially towards isolating the earthworks that had
to be considered for inclusion in the present context. Inevitably the
process of elimination has been continued further. In view of the
many omissions, perhaps old friends from texts or maps, a few
examples may be quoted by way of illustration. In addition to the
occasional motte, a likely source of confusion in older records,
there are a number of fortified sites which must fall into a later
context. Of these, there is the “ promontory fort ” above the Tweed
at Canny Shiels (N T : 967515). Its wide berm, reminiscent of the
medieval earthwork at Lintalee,1 Roxburgh, and its flat-bottomed
ditch with two large mounds astride the north-east entrance, is quite
out of keeping with the normal defensive system of Iron Age forts
in the area. The same probably applies to the “ forts ” on Flodden
Hill (NT: 913357) and to the earlier records of the destroyed forts
at Twizel.2 In complete contrast, the “ camp ” for long recorded at
Sandyford Moor (N U : 100267), is almost certainly an enclosed
cemetery of the Bronze Age, set amongst a large cairnfield of some
fifty unrecorded burial mounds.3 The place of the poorly preserved
sites at Ewesley Station (N Z : 058927) and Stots Plantation (N Y :
906799) is problematical, both by consideration of their situation
and their possession of an internal ditch and external mound. It
is perhaps salutary to recall that the now destroyed Class II henge
at Coupland4 was first recorded by MacLauchlan in terms of a
fortified site, known as Meldon Camp,5 though there are points
which would rule against a similar function being attributed to the two
aforementioned sites. For self-evident reasons, records of a “ camp ”
or “ native site ” such as the Burrowses (N T : 932305), immediately
adjacent to the Yeavering palace-site, cannot be given even qualified
consideration.6 In other instances, topographical features have led
to exclusion. The promontory site of long standing at Lowick Low
Stead (NU: 033396) could have resulted from a former stream
meander, isolated by later stream rejuvenation, whilst the peculiari1 R.C.A.M. Roxburgh, I, 221.
2 Trans. Berwick Nat. Club. 1858-62, 432.
3 Survey of cairnfields in progress.
*P.S.A.S., LXXXIV.
5 MacLauchlan, Additional Notes (1867), 25; History of Northumberland,
XIV, 63.
6 Original record MacLauchlan, op. cit., 24, where, as it happens, he attri
butes the :tcam p” to King Edwin.

ties of the Bradford Kaims must cast more than reasonable doubt
upon the nature of the small fort at Pigdon Hill (NU: 164310)'.
Less equivocal as to context are a few examples typified by the
earthwork listed elsewhere at Swans Fold (N T : 903078), which
would require no more than the indication of a possessive to view it
in a correct setting.

LIST OF SITES
The following list includes forts, settlements and enclosures which
on present evidence would appear to be of a pre-Roman nature.
The diagnostic limitations of field survey, unsupported by excava
tion, are recognised and selective excavation will no doubt prove
that further eliminations are necessary.
So far as has been possible the sites have been surveyed by planetable to a standard scale, and their positions plotted on O.S. 6" maps
where necessary. Brackets denote a reliance upon earlier references
or air photographs when sites have been partly obliterated or over
planted. Six-figure map references are given for general use,
followed by altitude and internal area. An overall area is also
added for some multivallate works where this is useful for com
parison. The letters O.S. denote the presence of a later or overlying settlement of round stone huts. In the majority of cases
earlier references are given in A. H. A. Hogg’s List of Native Sites
in Northumberland CP.S.A.N.4, XL, 140ff.), and the site names used
therein have been retained.
MULTIVALLATE

(Two or more lines of defence)
Over 3 acres
1. Old Rothbury; NU:046019; 600'; 3-4; O.S.
2. (Camp House; NZ: 140823; 420'; c 50)
Over
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

1 acre—3 acres
Great Hetha; N T :886274; 1129'; 1-2 and 2 4
Fordwood; N T : 972365; 300'; 2-0
Roughting Linn; N T :983368; 275'; 1-5
Kyloe Crags; N U : 052388; 500'; 1-25
Old Bewick I & II; N U : 075216; 760'; 2-0; ?O.S.
Ros Castle?; N U : 081254; 1036'; 3*0
Colwell Hill; N Y :907938; 874'; 1-2 and 5-2

10.
11.
12.
13.

Harehaugh II; N Y : 970998; 550'; 2-8 and 4-0
Rothley Crags; N Z : 043885; 750'; 1-3; O.S.
Shaftoe Crags; N Z :052877; 600'; 2-0
(Bolam House?; NZ:086824; 500'; 1-5)

1 acre and less

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.

Pawston Hill; N T :851318; 700'; 1-0 and 2-1
Ring Chesters; N T :866289; 1100'; 0-4 and 1-8; O.S.
Camp Hill; N T :868343; 500'; 0-9
(Money Laws Hill?; N T :873348; 800')
(Castle Hill?; N T :881355; 6500
Staw H ill?; N T : 884301; 800; 0-3
North Blackhagg; N T :883252; 1100'; 0 4 and 08
Little Hetha; NT:886281; 600'; 0-6 and 14
West Hill; N T :909295; 703; 0-7; O.S.
St. Gregory’s Hill; N T :916298; 580'; 0-5; ?O.S.
(South Flodden; N T : 924351; 200')
Campville; N T :948025; 500'; 0-8
Gleadscleugh; N T :951291; 600'; 0-6
Monday Cleugh; N T :956285; 850'; 05; ?O.S.
(Blackchesters; N T :964379; 475')
Greaves Ash; N T :965163; 850'; 07; O.S.
(South Moor; N T :979443; 200')
Fenton Hill; N T :979354; 300'; 0-9 and 30
Castle Hill; N T :980109; 964'; 0 8 and 4-3; O.S.
Ringles; N T :990230; 750'; 10
Brough Law; N T :998164; 950'; 062 and 12; O.S.
W. Dod Law; N U : 004317; 600'; 06; O.S.
Ringses; N U : 014327; 500'; 0-7; O.S.
Buttony Wood; NU:018313; 500'; 10
Weetwood Moor; N U :023294; 350'; ?0-6; O.S.
Low Chubden; N U :024135; 700'; TO
(Roseden Edge; N U : 024216; 600')
Fox Covert; N U : 029329; 400'; 0-3 and 1-6
Clinch Castle; N U :032147; 600'; 0 7
West Hills; N U :038021; 500'; 038 and 27; ?O.S.
Brandon Hill; N U : 044178; 500'; 7-0-5
Hepburn Bell; N U :062243; 413': 0-5
Chatton Park Hill; N U : 073294; 600'; 0-4
Blawearie; N U : 088220; 650'; 0-4
Beanley Moor; N U :093178; 699'; 0-4 and 1-3
Titlington Mount; N U : 096161; 600'; 0-75
Beanley Ringses; N U : 100186; 450'; 0-34 and 0-76; O.S.
Jenny’s Lantern; N U : 119152; 450'; 0-7; O.S.

52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.

(Corby’s Crags; N U : 128102; 7000
Rayheugh; N U : 134276; 462'; 0*5; O S.
Shipley Moor; N U : 139176; 200'; 0*5
W. Brizlee Wood; NU : 139148; 200'; 0-4
(Ratchwood; N U : 146292; 200')
Spindlestone Heugh? N U : 153339; 200'; ?1 0
(Crook Hill; N U : 158336: 200')
Chesters Denwick; N U : 173165; 400'; 0-4
Warden Hill; N Y :904678; 593'; 0-8; ?OS.
Manside Cross?; N Y :984921; 1050'; 0*75 and 2-3; ?O.S.
Ewesley Fell?; N Z :050926; 740'; 1*0
Lordenshaws; N Z :054993; 850'; 0*7 and 3*5; OS.
Huckhoe; N Z :073828; 550'; 1-0; OS.
Slate Hill; N Z :078822; 450'; 0*7
(Whittle Hill; NZ: 120858; 3500
Gubeon; NZ: 178836; 340; 0-75; O S.

UNIVALLATE

(Single Wall; Mound, Ditch, Counterscarp Mound)
Over
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.

3 acres
Humbleton Hill: NT: 867283; 977'; 9*0 overall
Yeavering Bell; N T :928293; 1182'; 13*0: OS.
Kettles; N T :985273; 550'; 7*0 overall; ?OS.
Brinkburn; N U : 118984; 200'; 6*0 +
(W. Gunner Crags?; N Y :915749; 550'; ?4*0; OS.)

Over
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.

1 acre—3 acres.
Bowmont Hill; N T :834309; 725'; 3*2 overall
Howtel Castle Hill; N T :898332; 600'; 1*5
Clennell Hill; N T :925078; 850'; 1-2
Middle Dod Law; NU : 006316; 600'; 1-3; ?O S.
East Dod Law; NU : 008316; 600'; 1*3
Horton Moor; N U : 014318; 500'; 1*5
Trickley; N U :026266; 500'; ?l-5
CalJaly Hill; N U :061097; 700'; 2-3 incl. annexe
Chesters Hill; N U : 103347; 354'; 1*6
Gibbies Knowe; N Y :647951; 750'; 1*25

I acre and less
83. Mill Hill?; N T :882296; 900'; 0-3
84. Sinkside Hill: NT: 884263; 1050'; 0*86; OS.
85. (Howtel Field; NT: 898347; 4000
86. Hethpool Bell?; N T :903288; 750'; 0*5

87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
115.
116.
117.
118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.

(Clennellstreet; N T :920072; 885')
(Duddo Camp; N T :956433; 250')
Meggrims Knowe?; N T :964156; 850'; 04; O.S.
Prendwick Chesters?: N T :984149; 500'; TO; O.
Middle Dean; N U : 004146; 800'; 0-5 ?O.S.
N. Heddon Moor; N U : 004231; 500'; 0-5
Cochrane Pike West; N U : 008138; 1050'; 045
Ingram Hill; N U : 012157; 550'; 0 4
Corbie Cleugh; N U : 013145; 950'; 0-6
(S. Berrington; NU:016421; 150')
Tosson Burgh; N U : 023005; 747'; 1-0
Rabbit Hall; N U :049087; 500'; 0-6
(Hepburn Wood; N U : 067235; 300'; c. TO)
S. Buckton Moor; N U : 070376; 250'; TO
Hepburn Crag; NU:075247; 700'; 05
(Little Hill; N U : 075281; 325'; 05)
(Carls Walls; N U :076284; 250'; c. 1-0)
Little Mill? N U : 080004; 400'; 0 4; ?O.S.
(Shawdon Hill; N U : 082140; 300'; 10?)
(The Heugh; N U : 096364; 200')
South Titlington; N U : 108152; 500'
(Kippy Heugh; N U : 126347; 200')
(Farhill-Crags; NU : 129342; 200')
(Roundabouts; NU : 132311; 269'; c. TO)
Camp Plantation; N U : 163232; 400'; TO
Heifer Law; N U : 181177; 450'; 06
(Howick Hill; N U : 256164; 60'; 0-5)
(Craster Heugh; N U :256197; 50')
Barcombe; N Y :783668; 800'; TO
Fawdon Hill; N Y :897940; 778'; 1-0
Wall Hill?; N Y :922691; 450'; 06; ?O.S.
Great Wanney; N Y :927834; 1000'; 0-9
(Castle Hill; N Y :927918; 7500
Hill Head; N Y :968706; 730'; c. 10
Witchy Neuk; N Y :983994; 650'; 10
Camp Hill; N Y : 989873; 100'; 0-7
Grindstone Law; N Z :004734; 730'; 0-7
(Shildon Hill; N Z : 035671; 550')
N. Pike House; N Z :077997; 650'; 0-8

ENCLOSURES ON SLOPES

(Not shown on map)
M ultivallate

126.
127.
128.
129.

Chesters Nesbit: N T :984346; 200'; 0 6
Rough Castles N.; N U : 088082; 400'; 0-4
Broome Wood; N U : 136118; 450'; 0-8
Alnwick Moor; N U : 156112; 500'; 0 5

U nivallate

130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.

Hetha Burn West; N T :878276; 600'; 0'6
Standrop Hill; N T :959289; 600'; 0-5
Low Thor Law; N U : 071269; 340'; 0-8
Rough Castles S.; N U : 088076; 500'; 0-5
Brizlee Wood; N U : 141140; 400'; 0 4
Honey Hill; N U : 166191; 450'; 0-6
The Haining; N Y :922925; 600'; 0-7
Soldiers Fold; N Y :973994; 450'; 0-7
Bickerton Hill; N Y :993993; 500'; 10
(W. Gallowshaw; NZ: 116904; 350'; ?0-7)
(E. Gallowshaw; NZ: 117904; 350'; ?10)
Houghton; NZ: 123666; 350'; 0-8

